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State Democratic Chair since 2015 will not seek re-election in the Party’s June leadership
race.

MADISON - Democratic Party of Wisconsin Chair Martha Laning, who has served in the role
since being elected in 2015, has offered the following statement on her decision not to seek
re-election in the Party’s June leadership race:

“Four years ago, I ran to become Chair because I knew that Wisconsin Democrats needed a
strong party infrastructure, a robust and engaged grassroots network, and a clear vision for
what it means to be a Democrat. Like so many people in our state, I was deeply concerned
about how the policies of Scott Walker and Wisconsin Republicans were taking opportunity
away from our kids, jeopardizing the future of our communities and turning Wisconsin into a
state none of us recognized anymore. I wanted to do my part to help.

Martha Lanning talks to media after delegates to the 2015 Democratic Party of Wisconsin
convention elect her as party chair.

“Four years later, I am incredibly proud of the Party we have built. For the first time since 1982,
Democrats hold all five constitutional state offices, lead by Governor Tony Evers who will put the
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people first as he champions our Wisconsin values. We re-elected our Senator Tammy Baldwin
so she could continue her work improving the lives of Wisconsinites and protecting those that
need it most.

“These victories didn’t happen by accident. We launched an unprecedented year-round,
every-year organizing program to empower activists across our state to inspire, engage and
turn-out Democratic voters. We bolstered our candidate services team to support down-ballot
candidates and helped them run competitive campaigns. We ensured the Party had the
financial resources to support our ambitious plans.

“Given these accomplishments and the bright future ahead for Wisconsin Democrats, I believe
this is the perfect time for me to transition to my next challenge. I will not stand for reelection as
DPW Chair this coming June and welcome the opportunity to support new leadership as they
take the helm this summer. I remain committed to the Party and to our Democratic values, and I
will continue to lead the Party with the same transparency and vigor as we prepare for the next
Chair’s race and leadership transition following June’s election.

“It has been an honor to work with so many caring and passionate activists who give their time
to help make our vision a reality. I am humbled to work with a staff that doesn’t see the work just
as a job, but as a calling to build a stronger Wisconsin. Chairing the Democratic Party of
Wisconsin has been an incredible opportunity, and I couldn’t be prouder of the work we’ve done
together to move Wisconsin forward.”
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